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Abstract-Work involves  new product development into  a arm 

component for automotive  development , frame round cage 

roll is  having sustaining issue so to resolve the issue here  a 

arm mounting get changed and  instead of round bar  

weldment  flat frame design incorporated so to make  stability 

in off highway vehicle has strength point of view this sustaining 

project executed. It’s a redesigning work  with A arm  while 

installation may having difficulties so to make feasible and safe 

installation A arm structure is changed with its joint of  

assembly instead of pipe joint. We developed here U joint with 

bolting on flat frame. CAE comparison is taken to make 

validation, boundary conditions considered here are standard 

input and referred by standard similar configurations . 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Fig. 1.Earlier roll cage. 

Construction: The roll strucure cage will consist of the main 

link with both a diagonal and horizontal members, two down  

tubes in rear, two down tubes front, a high lateral tube 

connecting the front bottom down tubes, two fore-aft pipes 

from the main hoop joining or linked with the front down 

tubes and double side door links. It is allowed to supplement 

the cage with additional braces. The roll cage will get 

welded or bolted with backing flat plates at the location 

point where the roll cage attaches to the vehicle structure. 

Roll Cage Design: 

 

Fig.  1.1. 

Members represented by dotted lines are variants or 

optional. NASCAR pattern door link brace is highly 

recommended. Dual driver's side door bars are mostly 

required. 

 

 

Fig. 2. „A‟ arm mounting on conventional roll cage   

II. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION AND 

OVERCOMES 

 

Fig. 2. 

Presently cage is in tube  weldment structure as  the roll 

cage is having limitation on crushing loa ds sustaining 

behaviour now we need to change frame  handling stability 

of roll cage with holding  the all load on it and assembling 

roll cage of flat  flame cut  frame , so now mounting of all 

the subordinates and subassemblies will get change  and 

modification and new designing  is existing  for A arm 

suspension assembly .so to replace joints between  roll cage 

frame and A arm this modifying and sustaining work is 

executed and this is a need of strengthening the product in 

standardised process. 
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Fig. 3. All parts mountings on roll cage. 

current practice  showing roll cage body on which other 

subassemblies are assembled .  

III. LITERATUR SURVEY 

 

A. DOUBLE WISHBONE SUSPENSION SYSTEM 

Double Wishbone Suspension System consists of double 

lateral controlling arms (upper arm and lower arm) usually 

of dissimilar length along with a over spring and shock 

absorber assembly. It is known as front suspension mostly 

installed in rear wheel power drive vehicles. Design of 

double wishbone suspension system taking with formulation 

of spring plays a very effective role in creating the stability 

of the vehicle body.  This type of system increasing negative 

camber obtaining all the straight way to full jounce travel 

unlike Macpherson Strut. They also allow simple adjustment 

of wheel assembly like camber. Double wishbone 

suspension assembly has super dynamic characteristics as 

well as load-handling power.   
 

B. DESIGN OF WISHBONES 

 Design of wishbones is the starting stage to design and 

formulate the suspension system. The material is obtaining 

using Pugh‟s Concept of Optimization. Basically on the 

properties of the selected body material, the allowable stress 

is calculated using standard sheer stress theory of failure 

occurs. The body roll-centre is determined to find the tie-rod 

simple length. The designed wishbones are modelled using 

soft tool and then validate using Ansys software to find the 

maximum stress and maximum deformation in the body 

wishbone. 

Material Selection of Wishbone.  This becomes the most 

primary need for design and producing. The capability of the 

material should be well controlled to withstand all the loads 

acting on it in all conditions. The material selection also 

depends on number of parameters such as carbon content, 

material properties, availability and the most important 

parameter is the costing. In starting 3 materials are selected 

based on their availability in the nearer market AISI 1018, 

AISI 1040 and AISI 4130. By using Pugh‟s concept of 

engineering optimization, we have chosen material grade 

AISI 1040 for the wishbones body. 

C. REAR WISHBONE 

Rear wishbone in starting, the A-arm was installed for the 

back suspension. While the vehicle body takes a turn, due to 

the horizontal loads acting on the links attached of the 

wishbones and the knuckle joint and due to avoiding less 

steering on the rear wheels, there can be toe-in and toe-out 

of the wheels. This may lead to unbalanced steering and 

may result in unbalance body. Excess toe-in can impact over 

steer while moment leading to loss of control. Excess toe-

out can cause with steering while turning. To avoid any 

toeing, the A-arm shape is converted into H- shaped arm (as 

shown in below). Thus the vertical pin knuckle-wishbone 

assembly structure is replaced into horizontal pin 

attachment. This avoids formation of an axis and due to 

which the chances of toeing of the wheels with body. This 

gives full proofed balancing, align and steering. It also 

expands the ride stability. 

 

Fig. 4. Rear Wishbone 

IV. TESTING USING SOFTWARE ANSYS 

WORKBENCH 

Testing the assembly structure using software tools initially 

some basic load distribution calculations are done to get the 

values of force acting on each of the member arms. Here the 

upper and lower wishbones are tested on ANSYS for 

determining rigidity and safety of the arms. A force of 3G 

Newton was applied to the base of tyre considering weight 

transfer during braking and jounce/rebound. This force was 

transmitted to the upper and lower links and is calculated by 

simple vector mechanics. The software is used to calculate 

the maximum deformation and the maximum equivalent 

stress induced in the arms. The behaviour of the arms is 

discussed below. 

 
Fig. 5. A arm total deformation. 
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Fig. 6. A arm equivalent stress. 

V. DESIGN CONSIDERATION 

Boundary conditions: 

Considering rough conceptual stage 

Stress Calculation For ductile materials, allowable stress is 

obtained by the following relationship  

6 = Syt / fs Assume factor of safety, fs = 1.2 

 (as is a ductile material).  

6 = 415/1.2 6 = 345.83MPa  

It is the Amount of allowable stress in the wishbones 

structure. The designed wishbone is safe when the Opting 

stress is under the allowable stress. The allowable stress is 

obtained using Ansys analysis CAE tool. 

 

Fig. 7. Under static loading conditions. 

Consider the vehicle shown in Figure. 

The total weight of off highway motor acting at its centre of 

gravity is: G = m X g.... (1) 

The loads coming on front side and rear side axles are out by 

using the equilibrium Equations;  

G FA= G (LR/L) ………….  (2)  

G RA = G (LF/L) …………. (3) 

Static conditional load on single wheel of the front axle is: 

 G FAw =G FA /2 ………… (4)  

G RAw= GRA/2 ………… (5) 

By using above formulation for the object (vehicle) of total 

standard mass 2300 kg and at constant speed we assumed  

30 km/hr., we can determine condition  on one wheel of the 

object so far it will  be the weight on lower suspension arm 

of front side wheel. 

 If m=2300kg,  

From Equation no. (1)  

G= 2300 x 9.81 N  

G = 22563 N  

The loads on front axle can be calculate using equation no.   

(2)    

GFA=22563x (1285/2900) 

 GFA= 9997.7431 N  

Load on the rear axle is by using equation (3) G RA 

=22563x (1615/2900)  

G RA = 12565.2569 N  

Load on the front wheel and rear wheel can be found by 

using equation no.(4) and (5)  

G FAw= 9997.7431/2 G FAw= 4998.8715 N  

Similarly,  

G RAw= 6282.6284 N  

From result of boundary loads for standard required vehicle 

we got load on the front side wheel 4997.8715 N and for 

rear wheel it is 6282.6284 N. 

We are focusing on A arm design so wheel consideration is 

only our zone for analysis we consider forces on lower 

suspension arm 4997 N which can be considered equal to 

5000 N.  

So, for our further formulation we consider load of 5000 N 

acting on front lower A arm. 

So we can now develop the 3 model of Arm suspension and 

applying load. 

VI. CAD Model  development 
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Fig. 8. Holding Bracket. 

 

Fig. 9. New modified roll cage flat base frame. 

Frame for roll cage weldment on which A arm mounting is 

to be made feasible. This plate is 16 mm thicken and made 

from flame cutting from raw material of big size sheet. 

This part is in one piece formation applying flame cutting 

and smooth corners at every edges 

 

Fig. 10. Subassembly of U clamp. 

 

 

Fig. 11. Flat flange 

 

Fig. 12. A shaped weldment formation 

Now A shaped clamp is taking all loads on it so  let‟s  define 

the configural values to it . 

Performance under working conditions of  L shape lower 

part of U clamp as  we knows that all the loads will exerted 

on lower L shape vertically but still we designed U clamp 

because of fastening and holding purpose of wishbone A 

arm . 

Loads we are considering per unit area  

 

As seen from the Bending moment Diagram, 

Maximum bending moment M = 73500 N-mm 

Moment of inertia, I = bt
3
 / 12 

I = (30 x 10
3
) / 12 
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I = 2500 mm
4
 

The bending stress in the member is calculated as 

 

 
  
 

 
 

     

    
  
 

 
 

Bending Stress, σ = 147.00 N/mm
2
 

Deflection is Given by 

   
   

   
 

   
        

                    
 

  
              

Hence, 

Maximum bending stress developed in the member  

= 147.00 N/mm
2
 

And 

Maximum deflection of the member = 0.18007 mm 
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Fig. 13. A arm assembly installed on flat frame. 

 

Fig. 14. Both side installation feasibility 

 

VII. CAE VALIDATION 

 

a. Structural behaviour of u clamp  

 

Fig. 15. Meshed model 

 

Fig. 16. Boundary conditions applied  

 

Fig. 17. 

STRESS VALUE = 124.17 mpa 

 

 

Fig. 18. Bending stress zone 
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Fig. 19. Deflection result 

=  0.36 mm  

 

Fig. 20. Range showing strain value 

b. Overall assembly behaviour  

 

Fig. 21. Geometry imported 

 

Fig. 22. 

 

Fig. 23. 

Deformation 6.3 mm. 

 

Figure 24  

Stress max = 69.73  

Its found below yield strength of the material   
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Fig. 25. Stress intensity range 

VIII. RESULT AND CONCLUSION 

From output data  

Parameters  Design  CAE output  

Max stress  147 mmpa 124.3 mpa 

Deflection  0.18 mm 0.36 

 

In assembly 79,885 mpa stress reaches at maximum point, it 

can be considered as safe side working condition. 

Conclusion : The behaviour under load performing strategy 

of the new designed joint with A-arm modification will 

effectively work in maximum loaded boundary conditions 

from the results came out. 

Still somewhere improvement can be done where the 

assembly process will be highlighted with new techniques of 

assembling A arm as compared to conventional A arm. 

Extra machining cost is taking effect but no option, we have 

changed this design due to base frame changing occurs.  
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